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What is affine geometry?
Linear algebra point of view: A plane not
through the origin is “almost” a subspace of Rn.
It is “enough like a subspace” that one can do
some linear algebra in it (dimension, span,
basis, . . . ) but not all (inner product, . . . ). This is
an affine space.

Geometry point of view: Euclidean geometry
studies properties of figures invariant under
orthogonalmatrix transformations (isometries).
Affine geometry studies properties of figures
invariant under general invertible (det 6=0)

matrix transformations, and ignores properties
not preserved by such transformations.

ä Invertible matrices preserve: ä lengths,
ä areas,ä collinearity,ä parallelism,ädegree (of a curve),ä angles.

We will start from the linear algebra point of view and eventually come to the conclusionthat the geometry point of view is really “the same thing.”



Visualisation and motivation
Idea: A plane shifted from the originis “almost” a linear subspace of R3.
Wanted: To “do linear algebra” inA2
intrinsically with points A,B,C, . . . ∈
A2 without knowing its embeddingin R3, but obtaining only results thatcarry over and remain true in theambient space R3.
Work intrinsically. Get results extrin-sically.

A2 R3

R2

A= (2,0)B= (1,1)



In An, we cannot (generally) add vectors or multiply vectors by scalarsConsider for example the embedding:
A2 3 X = (x1,x2)↔ (x1,x2,1)= X ∈R3

Intrinsic A2-addition does not corre-spond to extrinsic R3-addition:
A+B= (3,1)↔ (3,1,1) 6= (3,1,2)=A+B
Intrinsic scalar multiplication does notcorrespond to extrinsic scalar multiplica-tion:
kA= (2k,0)↔ (2k,0,1) 6= (2k,0,k)= kA
But midpoints do correspond to mid-points:
12A+ 12B= (1.5,0.5)↔ (1.5,0.5,1)= 12A+ 12B

A2

R3

A= (2,0)A= (2,0,1) B= (1,1)B= (1,1,1)



Cannot take differences, but difference vectors (sort of)
A2 3 X = (x1,x2)↔ (x1,x2,2)= X ∈R3
Intrinsic − does not correspond toextrinsic −:
B−A= (−1,1)↔ (−1,1,2) 6= (−1,1,0)= B−A
but works with a different embed-ding
A2 3 X = (x1,x2)↔ (x1,x2,0)= X ∈R3
because then

−→AB= (−1,1)↔ (−1,1,0)= B−A
Hence −→AB can be meaningfullyformed but belongs to the basespace R2 rather than to A2.

−→AB= (−1,1)= (−1,1,0)

A2

R3

R2

A= (2,0)A= (2,0,2) B= (1,1)B= (1,1,2)

So in affine spaces we must distinguish two kindsof objects: points A,B, . . . ∈ An and difference vec-tors −→AB, . . . ∈Rn, whose interpretation in the ambientworld Rn+1 is different.



Can add from base space
Consider for example the embed-ding:
A2 3 X = (x1,x2)↔ (x1,x2,2)= X ∈R3
Adding an element v ∈ R2 from thebase space does correspond to ex-trinsic addition by such a vector:

A+v= (3,2)↔ (3,2,2)=A+v
A2

R3

R2

A= (2,0)A= (2,0,2) B= (1,1)B= (1,1,2)

v= (1,2)= (1,2,0)



Can take affine-linear combinations
Calculating an affine-linear combi-nation ∑

λiPi (Σλ= 1)
always gives the same point regard-less of what coordinate system thepoints are expressed in (whether in
An or Rn+1).

A2

AB

C
D

−1.2A+0.1B+0.1C+2D

0A+0.5B+0.5C+0D



Two ways of thinking about Σλ= 1
Ï Affine-linear combinations∑

λiPi (Σλ= 1)
generalise the En definition
line(a,b)= {x ∈ En : x= (1−λ)a+λb,λ ∈R}
which is invariant under changes ofcoordinate system, while Σλ 6= 1combinations are not.

0.5a+0.5b=0.5c+0.5d

−1a+2b=−1c+2d

a b

a+b

c d

c+d

Ï If pi all have z-coordinate Z, thez-coordinate of ∑
λipi is (Σλ)Z. So

Σλ= 1 ⇐⇒ remain in the same plane.

ab
c −0.5a+0.5b+ 1c

a+c



Example
R3A (2,0) (4,2) (2,0,2)B (1,1) (3,1) (1,1,2)

−A+2B (0,2) (2,0) (0,2,2)
(Σλ= 1) = C = C = CA+2B (4,2) (10,4) (4,2,6)
(Σλ 6= 1) 6= 6= 6=
−A+B (−1,1) (−1,−1) (−1,1,0)
=−→AB ∼= ∼= ∼=

−→AB

A2

R3

R2

A B C=−A+2B



Example with different lengths of unit vectors in A2 compared to R3
R3A (2,0) (4,2) (1,0,1)

B (1,1) (3,1) ( 12 , 12 ,1)
−A+2B (0,2) (2,0) (0,1,1)
(Σλ= 1) = C = C = CA+2B (4,2) (10,4) (2,1,3)
(Σλ 6= 1) 6= 6= 6=
−A+B (−1,1) (−1,−1) (− 12 , 12 ,0)
=−→AB ∼= ∼= ∼=∣∣∣−→AB∣∣∣ p2 p2 1/p2

6= 6= 6=

−→AB

A2

R3

R2

A B C=−A+2B



ä Example with extrinsically non-orthogonal basis vectors
R3O (0,0) (1,−1,1)A (1,0) (0,−1,1)B (0,1) (0,0,1)

−→0A (1,0) (−1,0,0)
−→0B (0,1) (−1,1,0)2B−A ä äA+B ä ä

∠AOB ä ä
−→0A ·−→0B ä ä

A2

R3

R2

A BO



Formal definition of An
Elements of An are n-tuples of real numbers: A= (a1, . . . ,an). Operations in An:

⊕ :An×Rn→An A⊕v= (a1+v1, . . . ,an+vn) ∈An
−→ :An×An→Rn −→AB= (b1−a1, . . . ,bn−an) ∈Rn

Subject to the relations:
(a) A⊕0=A(b) (A⊕x)⊕y=A⊕ (x+y)
(c) A⊕−→AB= B
(d) −−−−−−→A(A⊕x)= x

(e) −→AA=0
(f) −→AB=−−→BA
(g) −→AB+−→BC=−→AC
(h) −−−−−−→A(B⊕x)=−→AB+x

(j) −−−−−−−−−−→
(A⊕x)(B⊕y)=−→AB+y−x

We can see this in the case ofA2 embedded in R3. We can take this to defineAn for any n.
äWhich of the above are “blue” (An)objects and which are “green” (Rn) objectsin terms of our picture?

A2
R2



The list of An axioms can be reduced
(a) A⊕0=A(b) (A⊕x)⊕y=A⊕ (x+y)
(c) A⊕−→AB= B
(d) −−−−−−→A(A⊕x)= x

(e) −→AA=0
(f) −→AB=−−→BA
(g) −→AB+−→BC=−→AC
(h) −−−−−−→A(B⊕x)=−→AB+x

(j) −−−−−−−−−−→
(A⊕x)(B⊕y)=−→AB+y−x

Proof of (j):
−−−−−−−−−−→
(A⊕x)(B⊕y)=−−−−−−→

(A⊕x)B+y (h)
=−−−−−−−→B(A⊕x)+y (f)
=−(−→BA+x)+y (h)
=−→AB+y−x (f)

Proof of (h):
−−−−−−→A(B⊕x)=−−−−−−−−−−−−→A(( ä )⊕x) (c)

=ä ä

=−→AB+x ä

Proof of (e):
−→AA=ä ä

=0 ä



Affine space as solution space
Solutions ofMx=0make a linear spaceEx.: plane (∼R2) through origin
Solutions ofMx= cmake an affine spaceEx.: plane (∼A2) not through origin

A2 R3

R2

solution+ solution 6= solution ((((((((
+ :An×An→An

solution+ solution= solution ⊕ :An×Rn→An A⊕v ∈An
solution− solution= solution −→ :An×An→Rn −→AB ∈Rn



Example of a non-geometrical affine space
y′′ + y = 0 =⇒ y(x) = Asinx+Bcosx =linear space ∼R2

y′′+y= x2 =⇒
y= yp+yh = x2−2+Asinx+Bcosx

= affine space ∼A2
= x2−2+ (A−2)(sinx)+ (B−2)(−cosx)

A2 R3

R2

solution+ solution 6= solution ((((((((
+ :An×An→An

solution+homogenous solution= solution ⊕ :An×Rn→An A⊕v ∈An
solution− solution= homogenous solution −→ :An×An→Rn −→AB ∈Rn



Affine structure of temperature scales
◦C1◦0
◦F1◦0

K10
For given temperatures x, y, the scales disagree about

|x| , x+y, 12x, . . .

but agree about 12x+ 12y
and in a sense agree about −→xy= x−y
if suitably interpreted on a separate scale:

R
0



Affine structure of calendric scales
Gregorian/Christian calendar:

0
Hijri/Islamic calendar:

0
For given years x, y, the scales disagree about

|x| , x+y, 12x, . . .

but agree about 12x+ 12y
and in a sense agree about −→xy= x−y
if suitably interpreted.



Affine-linear combination defined in terms of ⊕ and −→
∑

(Σλ=1)
:An×·· ·×An→An

λaA+·· ·+λkK = (λaa1+·· ·+λkk1, . . . ,λaan+·· ·+λkkn) ∈An

reduces (by calculation rule (c) A⊕−→AB= B) to the other two operations
⊕ :An×Rn→An A⊕v= (a1+v1, . . . ,an+vn) ∈An
−→ :An×An→Rn −→AB= (b1−a1, . . . ,bn−an) ∈Rn

by
λ0A0+λ1A1+·· ·+λkAk :=O⊕

(
λ0−−→OA0+·· ·+λk−−→OAk) (Σλ= 1)

äWhat makes this definition valuable butA+B :=O⊕
(−→OA+−→OB) not? Answer on next

slide!

A2

R2

A1A2
A3

A4 O



Affine-linear combination does not depend on choice of origin
Consider two different choices of origin O,O′ ∈An and form ΣλiAi in each:

B :=O⊕
(
λ0−−→OA0+·· ·+λk−−→OAk) B′ :=O′⊕

(
λ0−−−→O′A0+·· ·+λk−−−→O′Ak) (Σλ= 1)

Claim: B= B′. Proof:
−→BB′ =−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→(O⊕

(
λ0−−→OA0+·· ·+λk−−→OAk))(O′⊕

(
λ0−−−→O′A0+·· ·+λk−−−→O′Ak)) (def.)

=
−−→OO′+ (λ0−−−→O′A0+·· ·+λk−−−→O′Ak)− (λ0−−→OA0+·· ·+λk−−→OAk) (j)

=
−−→OO′+λ0( −−−→O′A0−−−→OA0︸ ︷︷ ︸

=−−−→O′A0+−−→A0O=−−→O′O
)+·· ·+λk(−−−→O′Ak−−−→OAk) (Rn)

=
−−→OO′+λ0−−→O′O+·· ·+λk−−→O′O=

−−→OO′−λ0−−→OO′−·· ·−λk−−→OO′ (f),(g)
= (1− (λ0+·· ·+λk))−−→OO′ =0 ·−−→OO′ =0 (Rn)

=⇒ B (a)= B⊕0= B⊕−→BB′ (c)= B′
(a) A⊕0=A
(b) (A⊕x)⊕y=A⊕ (x+y)

(c) A⊕−→AB= B
(f) −→AB=−−→BA

(g) −→AB+−→BC=−→AC
(j) −−−−−−−−−−→

(A⊕x)(B⊕y)=−→AB+y−x



Notation

Let’s write + instead of ⊕ for convenience from now on, now that we have gotten used tothe distinction.



Definition of line in An

line(A,B) :={
(1−λ)A+λB : λ ∈R}

=
{A+λ

−→AB : λ ∈R
}

Equivalent in either coordinate system: A2 R3

R2

AB



Definition of subspace in An

For A ∈An and U subspace ⊂Rn, we define
A+U := {A+u : u ∈U}

to be an “affine subspace.”

U

A2
R2

A=A+U A+U
U

A2
R2

A

A2 =A+U
R2 =U

A



Hyperplanes are subspaces
A hyperplane can be defined as the set of all solutions to a linear equation:

E := {A ∈An : c1a1+·· ·+cnan︸ ︷︷ ︸not all ci zero
= d}

Proof that this is a subspace:Let U := {x ∈Rn : c1x1+·· ·+ cnxn = 0}, and let A be any ele-ment of E.Want to show: E=A+U.
B ∈ E ⇐⇒ c1b1+·· ·+cnbn = d

⇐⇒ c1(b1−a1)+·· ·+cn(bn−an)= d−d=0
⇐⇒−→AB= (b1−a1, . . . ,bn−an) ∈U
⇐⇒ B=A+−→AB ∈A+U

äWhere did we use the assumption “not all ci zero”?

E=A+U
U

A2
R2

A



ä Lemma: B=A+v =⇒ −→AB= v (where A,B ∈An and v ∈Rn)
ä Prove using the An axioms. If B=A+v, then:

−→AB= = v

(a) A⊕0=A
(b) (A⊕x)⊕y=A⊕ (x+y)
(c) A⊕−→AB= B

(d) −−−−−−→A(A⊕x)= x
(e) −→AA=0(f) −→AB=−−→BA(g) −→AB+−→BC=−→AC

(h) −−−−−−→A(B⊕x)=−→AB+x
(j) −−−−−−−−−−→

(A⊕x)(B⊕y)=−→AB+y−x
Ï Alternatively, the following reasoning works and secretly you can use it, but it is aproblematic way of writing since it falsely suggests thatþ(((((B−A ∈An o.

B=A+v=⇒ B−A= v =⇒ −→AB= v



Equivalent representations of affine subspaces
A+U= B+V ⇐⇒

{U= V
−→AB ∈U

Proof of⇒:
A+U= B+V =⇒ B ∈A+U (0 ∈ V =⇒ B ∈ B+V)

=⇒ B=A+u=⇒ B−A= u
=⇒−→AB ∈U

A+U= B+V =⇒ B+v ∈A+U (v arbitrary element of V)
=⇒ B+v=A+u=⇒ B−A+v= u
=⇒−→AB+v= u ∈U
=⇒ v= u−−→AB ∈U (by part (a))

In the same way, u ∈ V.

A+U

U

A2

R2

A B



Equivalent representations of affine subspaces

A+U= B+V ⇐⇒
{U= V
−→AB ∈U

Proof of⇐:
C ∈ B+V =⇒ C ∈ B+U

=⇒ C= B+u
=⇒−→BC ∈U
=⇒−→AB+−→BC ∈U
=⇒−→AC ∈U
=⇒ C−A= u′ =⇒ C=A+u′
=⇒ C ∈A+U

Thus B+V ⊆A+U. In the same way B+V ⊇A+U.

A+U

U

A2

R2

A B



Equivalent representations of affine subspaces
A+U= B+V ⇐⇒

{U= V
−→AB ∈U

Corollary (of ⇐): Any point in an affine subspace can beused as new base point:
B ∈A+U =⇒ B=A+u=⇒ B−A= u

=⇒−→AB= u
=⇒−→AB ∈U
=⇒A+U= B+U

Corollary (of⇒):
dim(A+U) := dimU

is well-defined.

A+U

U

A2

R2

A B



subspace ∩ subspace = subspace
E,F affine subspaces ⊂An with E∩F 6= ; =⇒ E∩F affine subspace.
Proof:Use A ∈ E∩F to represent E=A+U and F=A+V.

B ∈ E ⇐⇒ B=A+u⇐⇒ B−A= u ⇐⇒ −→AB ∈U
B ∈ F ⇐⇒ B=A+v⇐⇒ B−A= v ⇐⇒ −→AB ∈ V

so B ∈ E∩F ⇐⇒−→AB ∈U∩V
⇐⇒ B−A= i for some i ∈U∩V
⇐⇒ B=A+ i
⇐⇒ B ∈A+U∩V

so
E∩F= A︸︷︷︸

∈An
+ U∩V︸ ︷︷ ︸
Rn subspace

= affine subspace

An
F=A+VE=A+U E∩F A



Affine span
〈A,B,C,D, . . .〉 := smallest affine subspace containing A,B,C,D, . . .

∗=A+ span{−→AB,
−→AC,

−→AD, . . .
}

∗= all affine-linear combinations of A,B,C,D, . . .

〈A,B〉

〈A,B,C,D〉 = 〈A,B,C〉 = 〈A,B,D〉
AB

C
D

−1.2A+0.1B+0.1C+2D
0A+0.3B+0.7C+0D

* Proofs on next slides.



Affine span↔ A+Rn span

〈A,B,C,D, . . .〉 := smallest affine subspace containing A,B,C,D, . . .

=⇒〈A,B,C,D, . . .〉 =A+V where
V= Rn subspace
A,B,C,D, . . . ∈A+V

=⇒−→AB,
−→AC,

−→AD, . . . ∈ V
=⇒ span{−→AB,

−→AC,
−→AD, . . .

}
⊆ V

=⇒A+ span{−→AB,
−→AC,

−→AD, . . .
}
⊆A+V = 〈A,B,C,D, . . .〉

=⇒ 〈A,B,C,D, . . .〉 =A+ span{−→AB,
−→AC,

−→AD, . . .
}



A+Rn span↔ affine-linear combinations
→: P ∈A+ span{−→AB,

−→AC,
−→AD, . . .

}
=⇒ P=A+λ1−→AB+λ2−→AC+·· · for some λ1,λ2, . . . ∈R
=⇒ P=A+λ1B−λ1A+λ2C−λ2A+·· ·
=⇒ P= (1−λ1−λ2−·· ·)︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=λ0
A+λ1B+λ2C+·· ·

=⇒ P= λ0A+λ1B+λ2C+·· · (Σλ= 1)
←: P= λ0A+λ1B+λ2C+·· · (Σλ= 1)

=⇒ P=A−A+λ0A+λ1B+λ2C+·· · (Σλ= 1)
=⇒ P=A+λ0(A−A)+λ1(B−A)+λ2(C−A)+·· · (Σλ= 1)
=⇒ P=A+λ0−→AA+λ1−→AB+λ2−→AC+·· · (Σλ= 1)
=⇒ P=A+λ1−→AB+λ2−→AC+·· ·
=⇒ P ∈A+ span{−→AB,

−→AC,
−→AD, . . .

}



Dimension theorem
dim(E∩F︸︷︷︸

6=;
)+dim 〈E,F〉︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=〈E∪F〉
= dimE+dimF

An
F=A+V

E=A+U
E∩F A

Intuitively: dim〈E,F〉 = dimE︸ ︷︷ ︸# indep. u’s in U
+ dimF−dim(E∩F)︸ ︷︷ ︸# additional indep. v’s in V



Proof of dimension theorem
The An theorem

dim(E∩F︸︷︷︸
6=;

)+dim 〈E,F〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
:=〈E∪F〉

= dimE+dimF

follows from the known Rn theorem
dim(U∩V)+dim(span(U∪V))= dimU+dimV
once everything is written in terms of abase point A in the intersection E∩F.

E∩F=A+ (U∩V)
(part of subspace ∩ subspace = subspace proof)

〈E,F〉 =A+ span{
−→AB : B ∈ E∪F}

=A+ span({
−→AB : B ∈ E︸ ︷︷ ︸B=A+u

}∪ {
−→AB : B ∈ F})

=A+ span(U∪V)

An
F=A+V

E=A+U
E∩F A



Affine dependence
A0,A1,A2, . . . ,Ak ∈An affinely independent

def.⇐⇒ dim〈A0,A1,A2, . . . ,Ak〉= k (“maximal dimension”)
⇐⇒−−−→A0A1,−−−→A0A2, . . . ,

−−−→A0Ak independent in Rn
⇐⇒ points in 〈A0,A1,A2, . . . ,Ak〉 bij.↔ affine-linear combinations of A0,A1, . . . ,Ak

Example:
{A,B,C,D} affinely dependent.
Proper subsets of {A,B,C,D} affinely inde-pendent.

An

AB

C
D



Affine bases
n+ 1 independent points define a basis in An.
coordinates of B in basis A0,A1, . . . ,Ak := coordinates b of −−→A0B in basis −−−→A0A1,−−−→A0A2, . . .

−−−→A0An
B= b0A0+·· ·+bkAk︸ ︷︷ ︸affine-linear combination

↔ b= (b1, . . . ,bn)t (“because” A0 =0)

A2

R2 A1A2
B=−2A0+2A1+ 1A2

A0

−−→A0B= b= (2,1)t



Determinant condition for affine dependence in An
B0,B1, . . . ,Bn︸ ︷︷ ︸with coordinates b0, . . . ,bn in some An basis

∈An affinely dependent
⇐⇒−−−→B0B1,−−−→B0B2, . . . ,

−−−→B0Bn linearly dependent
⇐⇒∃ non-trivial solution to λ1 −−−→B0B1︸ ︷︷ ︸b1−b0

+λ2 −−−→B0B2︸ ︷︷ ︸b2−b0
+·· ·+λn −−−→B0Bn︸ ︷︷ ︸bn−b0

=0

⇐⇒∃ non-trivial solution to −
( n∑
i=1λi

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=λ0

b0+λ1b1+λ2b2+·· ·+λnbn =0

⇐⇒∃ non-trivial solution to
( 1 1 · · · 1b0 b1 · · · bn

)
λ0
λ1...
λn

=0 the row of 1’s reflects thatwe cannot choose λ0 freely:
λ0 :=−∑ni=1λi ⇐⇒ ∑ni=0λi =0

⇐⇒ det
( 1 1 · · · 1b0 b1 · · · bn

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+1)×(n+1)matrix

=0



Determinant form of lines

line( A,B︸︷︷︸non-identical
) ∈A2 ={X ∈A2 :A,B,X affinely dependent}

= all solutions to det
(1 1 1a b x

)
=0

in a given basis of A2
Example:

line((2,0),(0,1))=
(x,y) ∈A2 :

∣∣∣∣∣∣
1 1 12 0 x0 1 y

∣∣∣∣∣∣=0
=

{
(x,y) ∈A2 : y= 1− 12x

}

(Precisely the same calculation works in R2, but now we have a new perspective on themeaning and significance of the row of 1’s.)



Determinant form of hyperplanes
An hyperplane( A1, . . . ,An︸ ︷︷ ︸affinely independent

)={X ∈An :A1, . . . ,An,X affinely dependent}

= all solutions to det
( 1 · · · 1 1a1 · · · an x

)
=0

in a given basis of An

Explanation/reminder of “hyperspace” terminology:
dim(ordinary plane) : dim(ordinary space)= 2 : 3

dim(hyperplane) : dim(its ambient space)= (n− 1) : n

hyperplane = set of solutions to a linear equation
= (n− 1)-dimensional subspace of n-dimensional space

In two-dimensional spaces such as A2 and R2, hyperplanes are lines.



Roadmap
Linear algebra point of view: A plane notthrough the origin is “almost” a subspace of
Rn.

Geometry point of view: Affine geometrystudies properties of figures invariant undergeneral invertible (det 6=0) matrix

transformations.

We have now completed our task of building up as much linear algebra as we can in an“almost subspace” (affine space). We shall now see why this corresponds to takinggeneral matrices (affine transformations) as an equivalence relation.



“Communicating” An results with the “outside world”
Equivalent in any “internal” coordinate sys-tem

=⇒ equivalent in “privileged,” “canonical”(but internally inaccessible) coordinate sys-tem

=⇒ equivalent in any “external” coordinatesystem

A2 R3

R2



“Communicating” An results with the “outside world”

“Communicable” results must thus remain“equi-expressible” or “neutral” with respectto any changes of basis such as these:

Such changes of bases correspond to trans-formations of the form
T :An→An a 7→Ma+v

whereM is any invertible n×nmatrix.

A2 R3

R2



Non-equi-expressible properties
thinks that |a| < |c|. This is notan “equi-expressible” or “coordinate-system-neutral” theorem.
cannot re-express this theorem in histermswithout retaining reference to the orig-inal coordinate system. Even if he has a“dictionary” so that he can “translate” what
means by A etc. into his own terms,

he can still only say that “from ’s pointof view, |a| < |c|.” The theorem doesn’t“simplify” to a theorem expressible purely in
terms of .

A
C

A2 R3

R2



Equi-expressible properties

Suppose hears that hasproved that
line(A,B) is parallel to line(C,D)
can then merely translate the coor-dinates of the points but otherwise retainthe theorem as stated. The theorem is equi-expressible or coordinate-system-neutral.

AB CD

A2 R3

R2



Equi-expressible properties
line(A,B) is parallel to line(C,D)

is equi-expressible or coordinate-system-neutral because, if T is a coordinate transfor-mation,
T(line(A,B))= line(T(A),T(B))

The opposite is the case with
|a| < |c|

because T(|a|) 6= ∣∣T(a)∣∣
In affine geometry we want to consider onlyproperties that are “respected” by generalcoordinate transformations T. Like line(A,B)but unlike |a|.

AB CD

A2 R3

R2



Affine transformations
Rn→Rn a 7→Ma+v (M = any invertible n×nmatrix)

preserved by . . . stra
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“Affinity”

Rn→Rn a 7→Ma+v (M = any invertible n×nmatrix)

Affinely equivalent figures are not equal, congruent, similar, isomorphic, etc.—theymerely have a weak “affinity” with one another.



Calculation rules for affine transformations =⇒ preserve affine properties
T :An→An a 7→Ma+v M= invertible n×nmatrix

=⇒

−−−−−−−→T(A)T(B)= (Mb+v)− (Ma+v)=Mb−Ma=M(b−a)=M−→AB
T(A+x)=M(a+x)+v= (Ma+v)+Mx= T(A)+Mx

=⇒

Affine transformations preserve affine spaces:
T(affine subspace)= T(A+U)= T(A)︸︷︷︸

∈An
+ MU︸︷︷︸
Rn subspace

= affine subspace
Affine transformations preserve affine-linear combinations:
T(λ0A0+·· ·+λkAk)= T(A0+λ1−−−→A0A1+·· ·+λk−−−→A0Ak)= T(A0)+M(λ1−−−→A0A1+·· ·+λk−−−→A0Ak)

= T(A0)+λ1M−−−→A0A1+·· ·λkM−−−→A0Ak = T(A0)+λ1−−−−−−−−→T(A0)T(A1)+·· ·+λk−−−−−−−−−→T(A0)T(Ak)
= λ0T(A0)+·· ·+λkT(Ak)


